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Abstract: Cryptography and biometrics are widely used in providing information security.
Cryptographic systems rely on keys for secure information. Unlike biometric systems, the keys
in cryptographic systems must be exactly reproducible and not strongly linked to the user
identity. Each of the two systems has some issue associated with it. Combining cryptography
and biometrics in a secure way can mitigate these issues. This paper presents a secure
cryptographic authentication method based on the discrete logarithm problem. Through the
security analysis of the proposed scheme, we prove that the security characteristics of the
proposed scheme relative to the properties of the discrete logarithm problem. Based on the
proposed scheme, a biometric cryptosystem is constructed. The proposed system evaluated
using CASIA iris database from 70 different eyes, with 7 samples of each eye. Experimental
results demonstrate that the proposed system is more effective, promising in terms of cope up
to 21.41% percent of error bits within an iris code, and can generate up to 98 bits of the
cryptographic key from the iris codes.
Keywords: Cryptography, Biometrics, Discrete logarithm problem, Biometric template
protection, Authentication, Template security, Error correcting codes.
Categories: D.4.6, C.2.0, E.4
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1.1

Introduction
Motivation

The increasing popularity of cryptography and biometric systems due to the great
demand for information security in many applications such as e-commerce, ebanking, e-government, e-passport, e-health and a number of forensic applications. In
generic cryptographic systems, people use personal passwords or secret keys
authentication methods to protect their collections of personal and potentially
confidential information. However, most people use simple passwords, which are
pretty easy to crack, complex passwords, which are difficult to remember.
Furthermore, the secret keys are difficult to memorize because it is long and random,
and therefore, need to be stored somewhere. The drawback of cryptography is that
these authentication methods are not strongly linked to the user's identity. On the
other hand, biometrics [Rathgeb et al., 2012] refer to “automated recognition of
individuals based on their behavioural and biological characteristics such as
fingerprints, iris, face, hand, voice, and gait, etc. Unlike, cryptographic–based
authentication methods, biometric is user-friendly, easy to use, convenient, not
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possible to share, reliable, and cannot be forgotten or lost. Unfortunately, biometric
systems possess problems of their own such as improper storage, or transmission
leaks may compromise security. Therefore, it is important to protect the biometric
using cryptography. Furthermore, utilization of biometrics in cryptography protocols
raises another problem; the ratio for authentication in biometric systems needs not to
achieve 100% accuracy, as two readings of the same biometric data are rarely
identical whereas cryptography needs identically reproducible and uniformly
distributable data. In order to strength the link between the user identity and his
cryptographic key and enhance the security and the privacy of biometrics,
cryptography and biometrics are combined. Combining cryptography and biometric in
a secure way can inherit the positive aspects of the two while eliminating their
limitations. This paper presents a new secure cryptographic authentication scheme
based on discrete logarithm problem. The proposed system achieves high security
relative to the properties of discrete logarithm problem, generate secured
cryptographic key, and the tolerance for error of iris biometric.
1.2

Related work

The theoretical basis construction of combining cryptography and biometrics, known
as fuzzy commitment scheme (FC), proposed by Jules and Wattenberg [Juels and
Wattenberg, 1999] is a general scheme of combining cryptography and biometric. In
fuzzy commitment scheme, a secret key is combined with reference biometric
template to create the difference vector. The difference vector is created such that the
secret key can be reconstructed with the help of the difference vector and the query
biometric template. The security characteristic of fuzzy commitment scheme solely
relies on the cryptographic hash function. In [Juels and Sudan, 2006], Jules and Sudan
drove a new scheme known as fuzzy vault (FV) from fuzzy commitment based on
polynomial reconstruction. The FC and FV schemes became popular techniques for
design biometrics secrecy systems [Rathgeb, and Uhl, 2011; Ignatenko, 2010; Jain et
al., 2008; Jain et al., 2005]. Fuzzy commitment and fuzzy vault schemes gained a lot
of significance of cryptography and biometrics research communities. The FC and FV
schemes are applied to different biometric traits, like iris biometrics [Hao et al., 2006;
Ignatenko and Willems, 2009; Bringer et al., 2009; Rathgeb and Uhl, 2009; Rathgeb
and Uhl, 2010; Zhang et al., 2009; Adamovicb et al., 2017; Ratherb et al., 2013],
fingerprint biometric [Teoh and Kim, 2007; Tong et al., 2007; Nandakuma, 2010; Li
et al., 2012], and face biometric [Lu et al., 2009; Vander et al., 2006]. In 2015, [Fave
et al., 2015] and [Hoang et al., 2015] applied the fuzzy commitment to finger Vein
and human gait, respectively. Fave et al. did not mention the length of the
cryptographic key. [Sasa et al., 2017] presented a method based on information
theoretical analysis to extract homogenous regions of iris biometric and secured using
fuzzy commitment scheme. They utilized the Reed Solomon codes RS(127,20) with a
capacity of an error rate of 42% of the iris code. This rate will affect the system’s
performance and not be practical. Several biometric template protection systems have
been proposed [McGuffey et al., 2015; Lakhera et al., 2016; Jin et al., 2016].
Recently, several approaches applied fuzzy commitment scheme to secure multimodal
systems [Gomez-Barrero et al., 2017; Mai et al., 2017; Sarier, 2018].
The security characteristic of the biometric secrecy system based on fuzzy
commitment scheme solely relies on the relative properties of cryptographic hash
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function MD or SHA families. However, several researchers have noticed serious
security flaws and vulnerabilities in most widely used MD and SHA families
[Preneel, 1999; Preneel, 2009; Wang et al., 2005a; Wang et al., 2005b; Wang and Yu,
2005; Biham et al., 2005; Dobbertin, 1996; Klima, 2006]. Moreover, in response to an
SHA-1 vulnerability announced in Feb. 2005, NIST (National Institute of Standard
and Technology) was apparently not confident in the strength of SHA-1 [NIST,
2007].
1.3

Paper contribution

The contributions of this paper are outlined below:
1. Propose a secure cryptographic authentication scheme based on the discrete
logarithm problem.
2. Provide a theoretical analysis of the security characteristics of the proposed scheme
in terms of the statistical hiding and the computational binding.
3. Apply the proposed scheme to biometric systems to construct a new biometric
cryptosystem using Iris based biometrics.
4. The proposed system evaluated using CASIA iris database from 70 different eyes,
with 7 samples of each eye.
5. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed system is more effective,
promising in terms of cope up to 21.41% percent of error bits within an iris code,
and can generate up to 98 bits of the cryptographic key from the iris codes.
1.4

Paper organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we briefly discuss some
mathematical preliminaries to review and analyse the proposed method. We then
present the proposed method in section 3. In section 4, we state theorems regarding
the security characteristics of the proposed method. In section 5, we apply the
proposed method to biometric systems. Experimental evaluation results and
discussions of the proposed reported in Section 6. Finally, a conclusion is given in
Section 7.

2

Preliminaries

This section briefly describes some mathematical preliminaries which are essential for
describing and analyzing the proposed method.
2.1

The discrete logarithm problem

Definition 1 Discrete Logarithm: Let G be a finite cyclic group of order n . Let  be
a generator of G and let  G . The discrete logarithm of  to the base  , denoted

log  , is the unique integer x , 0  x  n  1 , such that    x [ Menezes et al.,
1996].
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Definition 2 Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP): Given a prime number p , a
generator  of Z p* , and an element   Z p* . Find the integer x , 0  x  p  2 , such

that    x (mod p ) [ Menezes et al., 1996].
2.2

Error correcting codes

Error correcting codes are used for detecting and correcting errors when data
transmitted from one place to another over a noisy channel.
Important terms and definitions.

Definition 3: A block code C  n.k  over an alphabet of q symbols is a set of q k n vectors called codewords. Associated with the code is an encoder g : {0,1}k  C
which maps a message m , a k –tuple, to its associated codeword [Moon, 2005].
Definition 4 (Hamming distance): Given code set C ( n , k ) as defined above, The
Hamming distance between any two words c i and c j of the code set C is given by
H dist (c i , c j ) 

1 n r
 | c i  c rj |
n r 1

(1)

Definition 5 (Decoding function): Let C  n.k  be a block code set with q 0,1 . A
decoding function f : 0,1  C U  which maps a message c ' , a n -tuple, to
n

correct codeword c , if c ' and c are sufficiently close according to appropriate
metric. Otherwise maps to invalid codeword  .
Definition 6: The maximum number of errors that can be corrected in the corrupted
codeword is called error correction threshold of the error correcting code C , and
denoted by t sh .
Bose - Chaudhuri, and Hocquenghem (BCH) codes

A BCH codes are cyclic codes and specified by chosen generator polynomial. It is a
polynomial code over a finite field (GF). A narrow sense BCH code over GF (q) of
length n capable of correcting at least tsh -errors is specified as follows [Moon,
2005]:
1. Determine the smallest m(m  3) such that GF  q m  has a primitive nth root of
unity  .
2. Select a non-negative integer b . Frequently, b  1 .
3. Write down a list of 2tsh consecutive powers of  :

 b ,  b 1 ,.....,  b  2t 1 .
Determine the minimal polynomial with respect to GF (q) of each of these
powers of  .
sh
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4. The generator polynomial P( x) is the least common multiple (LCM) of these
minimal polynomials. The code is a  n, n  deg( P( x))  cyclic code, where deg( P( x))
is the degree of the polynomial P( x) .
Usually we use BCH (n, k ) to denote a BCH code, where n is the code length, and k
is the message length.
2.3

Statistical distance

Let X and Y be two random variables over the same sample space ψ , and let D 1 and
D 2 be their associated discrete probability distributions. Then, we defined and
denoted the statistical distance between D 1 and D 2 as follows:
S dist (D1 ; D 2 )   Prob[X  a ]  Prob[Y  a ]

(2)

a 

3

The Proposed Method

In this section, we will provide details of the proposed scheme. There are three
procedures in the proposed scheme, namely the setup, commit, and open procedures.
Also, there are three parties, the sender S and the receiver R, and the trust third party
Ted will run setup procedure to generate the system parameters and publish it to both
parties.
The
proposed
scheme
consists
of
the
function,



F : 0,1  0,1
n

n

  0,1

n

 0,1

n

 , defined as follows:

F c , x   ( ,  ) ,

(3)

where   Fk ( m , x )   m  x (mod p ) and   x  c is the difference vector.
To set the system parameters, the trusted third party executes the following procedure.
[Setup procedure]
1. Ted generates two prime numbers p and q such that p  1 (mod q ) .
2. Ted finds a random generator   G q \ {1} , where  G q is a subgroup of the order
q in Z p* .

3. Ted computes an element    a  Z p* \ {1} , where a  Z q randomly chosen (  is
a generator element of G q ).
4. Ted sends the system parameters ( p , q ,  ,  ) to the sender S and the receiver R.
[Commit procedure]
To commit to a message m  M k  Z q , ( M k  0,1

k

is the message space), the

sender encode the message into a codeword c  g ( m )  C  {0,1}n and chooses a
random witness x  X n  Z q , ( X n  0,1

n

is the witness space), and then

computes the commitment F c , x     , x  c   ( ,  ) . The commitment send
c

to the receiver.

x
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[Open procedure]
To open the commitment ( ,  ) , the sender reveals the witness x ' , which is
sufficient “close” to the original x according to an appropriate metric distance (e.g.
Hamming distance H dist ( x, x ')  tsh ), but not necessary identical. Using the difference
the witness x ' should be able to reconstruct the codeword
vector 
f (c ')  f (x '  )  f  ( x ' x )  c  and then translate x ''    f (c ') in the direction
?

of x . The receiver computes the commitment  '  Fk  f (c '), x '' and verifies  '   .
If it fails, the commitment will not open using x ' . Otherwise, the commitment is
successful opened and therefore the secret message m  m '  g 1  f (c ')  .

4

Security Analysis

In the design of any commitment scheme, hiding and binding properties are the most
important security aspects to be considered. In this section we will discuss the
security of the proposed scheme, to simplify our analysis, It should be noted that the
codeword c and the witness x are drawn at random from the set 0,1 . These sets
are finite and all their associated probabilities distributions are discrete. Furthermore,
the operation (  ) is defined and denoted as “exclusive OR”, Pr[.] is the probability
n

of an event and . denoted the size of the set.
4.1

Hiding property

The hiding property of the proposed scheme characterizes the resistance against
attempts carried out by an adversary receiver R* to determine either the codeword c
or the witness x . We assume that the adversary receiver R* knows the function, F ,
and has an access to the commitment pair ( ,  ) . The security analysis of hiding
property comprises two aspects: First, we prove that an adversary receiver R* gets
almost NOT statistical advantage about the committed codeword or witness from the
difference vector . Second, we prove that an adversary receiver R* cannot
distinguish between the sender’s committed value based on the hardness of solving
discrete logarithms.
Lemma 1: Suppose that X and Y are two independent random variables over the
same sample space ψ . Let Z be a random variable obtained by “exclusive OR” of X
and Y. Then the three random variables X, Y, and Z are pair-wise independent.
Proof: Let X and Y are two independent random variables over the same sample
1
(4)
space ψ . So we have, Prob[X  u, Y  v]  Prob[X  u]Prob[Y  v] 
| X || Y |

Now, let Z  w , such that w  u  v , and thus v  w  u .
Since the variables X  u and Y  w  u are independent random variables,
therefore X and Z. Similarly, Y and Z are independent.
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Theorem 1 Suppose that X (witness space) and C (error correcting code set) are two
independent random variables over the same sample space {0,1} n . Given that
Z={  x  c ; x  X and c  C } is another a random variable obtained by
“exclusive OR” of elements of C and X . Then the probability that the difference
vector reveals information about c or x is not more than 2  k .
Proof:
Assume that X and C be two independent random variables over the same sample
space {0,1}n .

Since C  2k clearly k  n . Let Z  { :   c  x } be a random variable obtained
by “exclusive OR” of elements c  C and x  X . Then Z , X , and C are pair-wise
independent random variables (Lemma 1). Then, we have
Pr[X  x | Z   ]  Pr[X  x ]  2-n ,
(5)
and
Pr[C  c | Z   ]  Pr[C  c ]  2-k ,
(6)
Therefore
Pr[X  x | Z   or C  c | Z   ]
(7)
 Max{Pr[X  x ], Pr[C  c ]}  2- k
( M ax : denoted the maximum of two values) … hence proof
Theorem 2 Given c  C and x  X is chosen randomly, an adversary receiver R* is
able to determine the codeword c from the commitment  in probability time. Then
an adversary R* gets absolutely zero advantages about the committed codeword c .
Proof:
Given that c  g (m )  C , let D (c ) be a probability distribution on the code set C ,
defined as D (c )  Prob[C  c : Fk (c , x )   ] and let  ,c be the size of pre-image set
 (c )  {x : Fk (c , x )   } .
Thus for any  0 , D (c 0 ) is defined by

D (c 0 )  Prob[C  c 0 : Fk (c 0 , x )   0 , for some x  X]


 Prob[x ]Prob[F

x X

k

(c 0 , x )   0 | x ]

(8)

For some value x 0  X , we have
Prob[ Fk (c 0 , x 0 )   0 | x 0 ]  Prob[ x 0 : Fk (c 0 , x 0 )   0 ]

2- k if x 0   0 (c 0 )
=
Otherwise
0
Thus,

(9)
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D (c 0 )  Prob[Fk (c 0 , x )   0 , for some x  X]


 Prob[x ]Prob[F

x X

 2 k

k



x  0 (c 0 )

(c 0 , x )   0 | x ]

(10)

2 k  22 k  0 ,c 0

Assume that the receiver can find two codewords c1 and c 2 in C , such that
H dist (c 1 , c 2 )  t sh and Fk (c1 , x 1 )  Fk (c 2 , x 2 )   for some x 1 , x 2  X . Thus,
S dist (D (c1 ), D (c 2 ))   | Prob[Fk (c1 , x )   ]  Prob[Fk (c 2 , x )   ] |
 E

  |  Prob[x ]Prob[ Fk (c1 , x )   ]   Prob[ x ]Prob[ Fk (c 2 , x )   ] | Since,
 E x X

 | 2
 E

2 k



1

x  (c1 )



x  (c 2 )

x X

1|  2 2 k  |  ,c1   ,c 2 |  0
 E

for any c  C  Z q and for randomly uniformly chosen a witness x  X  Z q . Then

  Fk (c , x ) is uniformly distributed in G q . Therefore  ,c   ,c . Hence the proof.
1

4.2

2

Binding Property

The binding property of proposed scheme characterizes the resistance against
attempts carried out by an adversary receiver A* to determine a codeword c ' with
H dist (c , c ')  t sh , such that Fk (c , x )  Fk (c ', x ')   , for some x , x '  X .
Theorem 3 For c  C and x  X is chosen randomly, an adversary sender S* is able
to open the fuzzy commitment F c , x   ( ,  ) using different witness x '  X such
that H dist (x , x ')  t sh in probability time. Then it is equivalent that the adversary S*
is able to solve the discrete logarithm problem.
Proof:
Let c  C and x  X is chosen randomly such that   Fk (c , x ) .
Given x '  X , such that H dist (x , x ')  H dist (c , c ')  t sh and

Fk (c ', x ')  Fk (c , x )

(11)

     (mod p )
c'

x'

c

x

c ' c
 log  (mod p )
x x '
and the inverse of (x  x ') exists, which contradiction to the assumption of discrete
logarithm problem.

There, one can compute the discrete logarithm problem

5

Application of the proposed scheme in biometric systems

In this Section, we will present the biometric cryptosystem based proposed scheme
using iris –based biometric. The implementation of the developed scheme involves
the system initialization phase, the enrolment phase and the authentication phase.
Detailed steps of these phases are described as follows and are in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The Proposed Biometric Cryptosystem
5.1

Initialization system phase

In the system initialization phase, the commonly required parameters will generate as
described below in algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1:
Input: Security parameter encoded by unary 1k .
o Generate randomly two prime numbers q and p of length k , such that
o

p  1 ( mod q) .
Generate an element  of the subgroup G q as follows
- Choose randomly 1  a  p  1
p q

o

- Compute   a 2  1(mod p)
Generate an element  of the subgroup G q as follows
-

Choose randomly 1  b  q  1

- Compute    b  1(mod p )
Output: Parameters p , q ,  , and  .
5.2

Enrolment Phase

At the start of enrolment phase in the proposed system as described in algorithm 2,
the user input iris biometric B is acquired, feature extraction is performed using the
algorithm reported in [Michael et al., 2010], and output a 4096-bit iris code, we use
the first 4095-bit to represent the reference iris code xref of the specified user.
Concurrently, a random cryptographic key

 {0,1}k

is chosen prepared using a

BCH (4095, k ) error correction encoded function g :{0,1}k  C . The result is a
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codeword c  BCH(4095, k ) , is then combined with reference iris code xref (both
bit-streams are of length 4095) as an inputs of so-called concealing algoritm to
produce the crisp commitment and the difference vector.
Algorithm 2:
Input: Iris biometric B and the cryptographic key  .
o Iris code xref extracted from Iris biometric data B .

o

A cryptographic key  is prepared using BCH codes and the result is a
codeword c .
Compute the difference vector   xref  c

o

Compute the crisp commitment   Fk ( c , xref ) .

o

Output: ( ,  )
5.3

Authentication Phase

During the authentication phase as described in algorithm 3. The user input iris
biometric B is acquired, feature extraction is performed using the algorithm reported
in [Michael et al., 2010] resulting in a 4095-bits test iris code

xtest

xtest . The test iris code

is used within so-called retrieval algorithm is “exclusive OR” denoted by “  ”

to extract the codeword

)
c  xtest    ( xtest  xref )  c .

)
c is extracted, the error correction decoded function of BCH (4095, k ) is
)
)
used to compute f (c )  f ( xtest   ) . Then, f (c ) is used within so-called
)
)
translating algorithm to compute x 'test    f (c )  xref   c  f (c )  .
)
)
Non-valid user will receive a codeword f (c ) , such that H dist ( f (c ), c)  tsh . To
)
check whether xtest represented the valid person,  '  Fk  f (c ), x 'test  is
Once

 . If  '   , Then the sample xtest is
)
  g 1  f (c )  is released. Otherwise the user is

computed and matches against the stored
accepted and the cryptographic
rejected.
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Algorithm 3:
Input: Iris biometric B and fuzzy commitment y  ( ,  ) .
o
o
o
o

Iris code xtest extracted from iris biometric B .
)
Compute the codeword f (c )  f ( xtest   ) .
)
Compute x 'test    f (c )
)
Compute  '  Fk  f (c ), x 'test  .
?

o Decision making against  '   .
Output: The user is authenticated or rejected.

6

Experimental Results and Discussion

In this Section, we report an evaluation of the proposed system implementation
against CASIA Iris-Ver1 database (CASIA). The proposed system was implemented
®
as an experimental trial, written entirely in MATLAB 7.7.0.471 (R2008b). For the
performance evaluation of the proposed scheme an iris database, we used consists of
490 iris samples from 70 different samples, with 7 samples from each eye. We use to
compute the Hamming distance between two iris codes A and B as
1 n
(12)
H dist   (code ( A i )  code ( B i )) ,
n i 1
where code (Ai ) and code (B i ) are the ith bit in iris codes of person A and B ,
respectively.
The intra-class Hamming distances are computed by chosen an iris samples from
the same eyes and the inter-class Hamming distances by chosen samples from
different eyes. We carried out 1470 comparisons for the same eye and 118,335
comparisons between different eyes. The result of the distributions of the intra-class
and inter-class Hamming distances is shown in Figure 2. This makes our scheme’s
performance less as we have to handle more error bits in the iris codes.
The most important measurements of the biometric system are False Acceptance
(FA) and False Rejection (FR) rates. The False Acceptance rate is the measure of the
likelihood that the biometric security system will incorrectly accept an access attempt
by an unauthorized user. The False rejection rate is the measure of the likelihood that
the biometric security system will incorrectly reject an access attempt by an
authorized user.
In Figure 3, the False Acceptance (FA) and the False Rejection (FR) rates of the
whole system are plotted. Table 1 shows that the proposed scheme can cope up to
21.41% percent of error bits within an iris code, and can generate up to 98 bits of the
cryptographic key from the iris codes. The corresponding the FR and the FA rates
equal to 28.33% and 1.16%, respectively. This performance of the proposed system is
more efficient compared with [Tong et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2009] and is not very
satisfying when it compared with the results of other biometric cryptosystems [Hao et
al., 2006; Bringer et al., 2009; Rathgeb and Uhl, 2009], because the extracted iris
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codes handle high bit-error rates. In addition, the proposed biometric cryptosystem is
still reached setting up a border for being capable of correcting a total number around
of 877 bits errors and hence it’s effective and promising. Table 2 shows the
comparison performance of the proposed system with the biometric cryptosystems
[Hao et al., 2006; Bringer et al., 2009; Rathgeb and Uhl, 2009; Tong et al., 2007; Lu
et al., 2009]. The proposed system is required two modular computations to compute
the commitment, which is slower than these biometric cryptosystems. But many
Government Information Technology (IT) systems need to employ well-established
cryptographic schemes to protect the integrity and confidentiality of their data that
they process, such as e-passport, e-commerce and e-backing.
Threshold
0.0000
0.1247
0.1701
0.1873
0.2141
0.2176
0.2342
0.2420
0.2459
0.2498

FR rate
1.0000
0.8888
0.6272
0.5166
0.2833
0.2611
0.1888
0.1667
0.1556
0.1333

FA rate
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0006
0.0116
0.0395
0.1565
0.2589
0.3188
0.3678

Table 1: The FA, and the FR rates of the Proposed Biometric
Biometric
char

Complexity
of
the
algorithm
MD5

Cryptography
key
length(bit)
140

SAH-1

Face

Error
correction
code
Hadamard
and ReedSolomon
Hadamard
and ReedSolomon
Reed–
Muller
BCH

Fingerprint

[Hao et al.,
2006]

Iris

[Rathgeb
and Uhl,
2009]
[Bringer et
al., 2009]
[Lu et al.,
2009]
[Tong et
al., 2007]
[Fave et
al., 2015]
[Hoang et
al., 2015]
[Sasa et
al., 2017]
Proposed
system

Iris

Sample
siz

FA/FR
rates (%)

70

0/0.47

128

100

0/4.64

---

40

0/5.62

SHA-256

36

No-ideal
images
68

--

---

----

---

0.1/ 78

Finger
Vien
Gait

Product
Codes
BCH

----

---

60

0.01/4.3

SHA

139

38

0/16.2

Iris

Reed
Solomom
BCH

----

400

----

0/3.75

DLP

98

70

1.16/28.3

Iris

Iris

0/30

Table 2: Comparison between the proposed system and some biometric cryptosystem
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Figure 2: The Inner and Outer Hamming distance distributions

Figure 3: The FR and the FA rate of the Proposed Biometric Cryptosystem
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7

Conclusion and Future work

This paper presents a secure cryptographic authentication scheme based on the
discrete logarithm problem. In method treats the problem of combining cryptography
and biometrics. Through the security analysis of the proposed scheme, we showed
that the security characteristics of the proposed scheme relative to the properties of
the discrete logarithm problem. Based on the proposed scheme, we construct
biometric cryptosystem based on the proposed scheme. The proposed system
evaluated using CASIA iris database from 70 different eyes, with 7 samples of each
eye. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed system is more effective,
promising in terms of cope up to 21.41% percent of error bits within an iris code, and
can generate up to 98 bits of the cryptographic key from the iris codes. Furthermore,
the performance rates of the proposed biometric cryptosystem are relatively high
compared with the related biometric cryptosystems because of the relatively high biterror rates, above than 877 errors occurred in each iris codes. However, it needs more
efforts in enhancing the iris codes for better performance as a future work.
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